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The Day I Was Crucified 2011-07-28 quite simply one of the most powerful moving pieces
of christian literature of modern times other books have recorded the crucifixion and
resurrection but never before has the reader been ushered into unseen realms to witness
the power of the cross as seen from the view of god the father you will discover a
whole world of new meaning of christ s death as you witness the destruction of the
world systems the annihilation of the law the end of adam s fallen race and the death
of death here is an unequaled drama of power and depth which christian literature has
rarely if ever achieved edward s the day i was crucified as told by jesus the christ
now takes its place among the greatest of christian literature we will still be reading
this book 200 years from now and still weeping and praising as we read this is one of
those rare life transforming books
The Day I was Crucified 2010 booklets in this first series on which days was christ
crucified and resurrected can we know the year of christ s crucifixion does the bible s
creation account accord with scientific discovery was christ crucified on a cross why
should families symbolise the church and kingdom of god who should take the bread and
wine and when can we be born again during this earthly life what annual festivals
should christians celebrate is there a holy spirit god person what is the true gospel
when does the law end for a christian should christians celebrate a weekly sabbath each
booklet in this series focuses on one theme that is also covered more briefly in the
350 page book israel and the covenants in new testament times each study s conclusions
come from what the bible reveals consistently answering all the objections the writer
has heard to leave nothing even apparently contradicted by any other bible text by this
means they confirm that the booklet provides rock solid bible truth and that the bible
is truly the word of god despite this as the booklets series title suggests these
conclusions are typically unexpected a primary aim in writing and sharing them if you
find anything unpalatable please recognise that god is the real author of what these
booklets show and the author little more than a researcher and collator of the subject
matter therefore if you the reader cannot refute what a booklet in this series asserts
directly from the bible surely nobody can please give god your thanks and praise for
allowing you to come to the truth from him israel and the covenants in new testament
times may be ordered on line in the uk from amazon co uk or at good bookshops and
internationally from amazon com in paperback or amazon kindle format a4 352 pages
paragon publishing isbn 10 1 908341 68 8 isbn 13 978 1 908341 68 6
Stories Toto Told Me 1898 jesus christ soul of god had a contemporary double this son
of man was also named jesus he was also born in jerusalem around two thousand years ago
in a jewish family he was also a son of parents named as mary and joseph he had also a
broth
The Crucifixion of Jesus Christ, Anatomically Considered, in a Letter Addressed to the
Rev. E. Noyes, Etc 1853 the first book to examine the controversial qur anic phrase
which divides christianity and islam according to the majority of modern muslims and
christians the qur an denies the crucifixion of jesus and with it one of the most
sacred beliefs of christianity however it is only mentioned in one verse they did not
kill him and they did not crucify him rather it only appeared so to them and contrary
to popular belief its translation has been the subject of fierce debate among muslims
for centuries this innovative work is the first book devoted to the issue delving
deeply into largely ignored arabic sources which suggest that the origins of the
conventional translation may lie within the christian church arranged along historical
lines and covering various muslim schools of thought from sunni to sufi the crucifixion
and the qur an unravels the crucial dispute that separates the world s two principal
faiths
Was Christ crucified on a cross? 2012-04-07 booklets in this first series on which days
was christ crucified and resurrected can we know the year of christ s crucifixion does
the bible s creation account accord with scientific discovery was christ crucified on a
cross why should families symbolise the church and kingdom of god who should take the
bread and wine and when can we be born again during this earthly life what annual
festivals should christians celebrate is there a holy spirit god person what is the
true gospel when does the law end for a christian should christians celebrate a weekly
sabbath each booklet in this series focuses on one theme that is also covered more
briefly in the 350 page book israel and the covenants in new testament times each study
s conclusions come from what the bible reveals consistently answering all the
objections the writer has heard to leave nothing even apparently contradicted by any
other bible text by this means they confirm that the booklet provides rock solid bible
truth and that the bible is truly the word of god despite this as the booklets series
title suggests these conclusions are typically unexpected a primary aim in writing and
sharing them if you find anything unpalatable please recognise that god is the real
author of what these booklets show and the author little more than a researcher and
collator of the subject matter therefore if you the reader cannot refute what a booklet
in this series asserts directly from the bible surely nobody can please give god your
thanks and praise for allowing you to come to the truth from him israel and the
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covenants in new testament times may be ordered on line in the uk from amazon co uk or
at good bookshops and internationally from amazon com in paperback or amazon kindle
format a4 352 pages paragon publishing isbn 10 1 908341 68 8 isbn 13 978 1 908341 68 6
Crucifixion: Fact or Fiction?: An Investigation of Crucifixion 2014-10-01 it was the
atheist jean paul sartre who once said that hell is other people rowland stenrud s
yeshua the crucified serpent is about how mankind s savior jesus of nazareth has saved
men and women from this hell by making it possible and indeed inevitable for human
beings to love one another and their creator father yahweh god this book is about the
concept and practice of human and divine love the words of paul in 1 corinthians 13 1
13 the bible as a whole and the reader s life experience will help in defining this the
author reviews what he knows about the concept and its related precepts and brings them
to bear in this book god himself is love which should tell us how mysterious a thing
love is to acquire this ability to love one must suffer in union with the suffering
christ salvation pure and simple is god delivering each one from the inability to love
other human beings and the creator himself the obstacle to this perfect love is the
serpent of human wisdom and pride that existed even in jesus in his loving obedience to
the father jesus nailed this serpent to the cross yeshua the crucified serpent attempts
to show that the question of evil and suffering in the world is answered by yahweh s
eventual success in saving all of mankind the majority of christians believe in a
number of key doctrines that the biblical authors do not unequivocally teach a few
verses may support these unbiblical doctrines but a greater number of verses whose
meaning is clearer contradict the standard interpretation of these few verses other
doctrines that christians mistakenly believe in find support in this or that section of
the bible but are denied by the general thrust of the bible as a whole these unbiblical
doctrines followed by the correct biblical teaching are 1 sometime in the distant past
a large number of god s angels rebelled against him becoming what are called devils or
demons whose leader is known as satan or lucifer the bible teaches that the only agent
of evil in the universe is man s heart 2 adam and eve possessed the perfection of jesus
christ before they sinned if they had not sinned they would not have needed to be
healed of any weakness the bible teaches that adam and eve could not have had eternal
life even before they sinned without the work of jesus of nazareth 3 faith is an act of
the free will of man the bible teaches that faith does involve man putting his trust in
god s promises and revelation but it is primarily a power given to man by god in order
to enable him to see spiritual truth the natural man cannot see without this gift of
the holy spirit no human being can know god and be saved 4 ultimately speaking we are
saved by our faith on the contrary it is through jesus s faith in and love for the
father that is the instrument of our salvation 5 jesus saved us by paying the penalty
due our sins and therefore saving us from the just wrath of god this is false no one
had to pay any penalty for god to forgive the sins of the human race god relates to
sinners on the basis of mercy and mercy is not mercy if the penalty for sin is paid by
going to the cross jesus healed our brokenness which forgiveness alone could not
accomplish 6 satan and the sins of men are ultimately responsible for human suffering
false god is ultimately responsible for human suffering as it is a necessary part of
god s work of saving human beings god himself shares in all of our suffering physical
emotional and spiritual even though he does not have a body or nervous system 7
salvation is about our eternal destiny this is not correct salvation is about being
saved from the idolatries addictions corruption hatreds evil deeds that afflict the
unsav
The Crucifixion and the Qur'an 2012-11 the love of god for god so loved the world that
he gave his only begotten son that whosoever believes in him shall not perish but have
everlasting life the love of god is a stream of crimson blood poured out it comes down
from his head over his brow getting in to his eyes alongside his nose seeping into his
mouth as he gasps for breath covering his naked body as he hangs in agony and shame
pouring forth from his hands feet and side and from the flesh gaping open where he was
stricken as the chastisement of our peace was upon him dripping down onto the ground
then covering the mercy seat in heaven now covering me and more than covering me now
cleansing me now coursing through my veins and pumping through my heart purifying me
giving me life so i can through his life in me also give life giving you life if you
know him so you can also through his life give life there is a path that is stained
with jesus blood and leads to his crucifixion and ultimately to our crucifixion if we
will follow him after salvation man must be made to detest with all his being the sin
nature within him when he does he will kill it romans 6 6 how shall we who are dead to
sin live any longer in it romans 6 2 when he kills it he allows christ to be fully
formed in him and is fit then to walk out the rest of his life on earth in single
minded devotion to christ longing for the moment he will be forever with him in glory
this is the love of god cheryl lives in south carolina with her husband and two
children serving and loving the lord
On which days was Christ crucified and resurrected? 2010-10 a range of bible stories
and other religious classics are re told in the classic book first published over 100
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years ago the messages contained within these re tellings are as relevant today as they
were back then children especially will love the versions told in this ebook and this
is a fantastic way to introduce them to the teachings of the bible
Yeshua, the Crucified Serpent 2012-01-01 this is an extraordinary text it addresses no
small number of traditional theological concerns however it addresses them mindful of
the earthiness of life thus this is also a book that is concerned to address questions
of migration brain physiology emotional trauma time love and death it is written not to
satisfy a bloodless lust for the resolution of puzzles it is written with confidence
that tangible bodies think thus there is an earthy quality to its writing both in what
it addresses and how it is addressed the manner of after crucifixion may be imagined as
a moment in which in some unpretentious underground venue the deep resonant percussions
of subwoofers roll as a carnal wave across the chest and throat before they become the
bass line in a conscious musical thought after crucifixion has been written for the
ears the chest the throat no less than for focused deliberate disciplined thought but
it is written in particular for bodies befriended by the mystery of life and death in
the carnal event of the crucifixion resurrection of the galilean peasant jesus who
unhands the fruit of the knowledge of good and evil and thus invites us to join him in
prayer
Crucified 2010-08-31 people s lives can change by the smallest of circumstances turning
left at an intersection instead of right sitting beside an unknown person in a crowded
lecture hall filling in at work for a colleague while they go on vacation my life
changed when in my last semester of graduate study i saw an ad posted by the japanese
government to come work in the land of the rising sun the idea was that i d have a bit
of an adventure make some money and take the time to consider whether i wanted to get a
doctorate degree or not three decades years later i was still doing it finding a
fertile niche working in post secondary institutions and as a trainer for oil and gas
operations in the middle east central asia and north africa as the japanese proverb
goes i d already eaten the poison so i might as well lick the plate i ve lived under
absolute monarchies constitutional monarchies a number of presidents for life civil
wars foreign military occupations and outright terrorist dictatorships along the way i
ve played duck duck goose with japanese elementary school students become a bit of a
media celebrity for no earthly reason other than the accident of my birthplace
witnessed the aftermath of a crucifixion in yemen seriously thought i was about to be
kidnapped for ransom had three colleagues shot dead a football field away from where i
was standing was within spitting distance of where modern drone warfare was born and
commuted to work in an armoured convoy of toyota land cruisers wearing full body armour
and accompanied by up to a half dozen armed private security members so it began
playing duck duck goose and progressed to trying to avoid the terrorism revolutions and
uprisings
The World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors 2013-11-19 on february 20 2014 media queen oprah
winfrey launched a campaign on cnn against loneliness she named her initiative just say
hello she also named as her campaign partners her long time best friend cbs this
morning co anchor gayle king and cnn s chief medical correspondent and practicing
neurosurgeon dr sanjay gupta to help fight loneliness lift spirits and brighten days to
save lives researchers have said loneliness can cut off a lifespan by ten years oprah s
initiative if successful could add ten years of existence to lonely lives but oprah is
not the first celebrity to launch such altruistic enterprise stevie wonder went that
route in 1984 with i just called to say i love you and in 1985 michael jackson lionel
richie quincy jones and a host of superstars with we are the world had those earlier
initiatives succeeded oprah s campaign might not be necessary but there are also
available often overlooked very precious time tested scientifically backed biblical
formulas for combating loneliness some of which are cited in this book in the hope that
perhaps oprah and her team may consider using their celebrity positions to help america
focus on the things of god for no eye has seen nor ear has heard and human mind has
conceived the things god has prepared for those who love him 1cor 2 9 hz
Bible Stories and Religious Classics 2023-06-11 reduced updated version of the tenth
book authorized biography important new data this book is not on religions but about
whom the religious figures and many more persons were and are patriarchs prophets
buddha jesus mary joseph and associates lamas and mohammad apologize to their followers
for the millenarian fake they have been promoting all the religious figures promote
themselves through parasiting of dreams inducing in appropriated scenes and images in
the dreamer conforming to their convenience without this resource they had been unable
to publicise themselves doubts like these raised in the ii vatican council perhaps
propitiated john xxiii death basic english
After Crucifixion 2018-02-27 an historical research into the life and death of jesus
christ as described in the christian holy bible examines early gnostic jewish roman
greek syrian and christian historical sources to give a near comprehensive analysis of
the subject resulting in a genuine fresh look into the well studied topic a meticulous
review is made of what josephus wrote about jesus through critical analysis
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demonstrating why he must have written it a similar examination is made of the gnostic
writings especially the nag hammadi gospel of thomas resulting in textual proof he
wrote it after the bible s gospels the book should prove of great interest to those
studying or reading the new testament as it includes a summarised history of the faith
spanning from the present day to the first century the origins of present day
scepticism introduction into manuscript preservation and a glossary of theological
terms and early christian controversies
Crucifixion? Yes! 2017-08-28 crucifixion part 2 only this time we re coming for you
combines life changing poetry by bishop katrina t smith to transform lives the chapters
include god s frontline soldiers if god kept you thus far god s love sinners have soul
too but god my chosen one and we are at war this must have poetry book provides
everyday answers and solutions to everyday problems and challenges that we re forced to
encounter if you are a lover of poetry if you are ready to discover a new you if you
want to love yourself and others more if you have a desire to build a closer
relationship with god and if you are willing to join the good fight of love then this
book is just for you welcome home for there will always be a spoken word to help you
feel comforted empowered and not alone katrina challenges all to make sure that
everyone you know has this book of life god s good news that transforms minds that
renews the body and the spirit and that saves souls katrina stated that god gave me a
gift that i now share with you i promise that this book is your breakthrough read it
straight through and at the end you will see and reveal the new you
TREATMENT FOR LONELINESS: Oprah Said, 'Just Say 'Hello!' 2016-07-07 in this book agron
belica offers a fresh interpretation of the momentous events on a hillock beyond the
walls of jerusalem nearly two millennia ago the crucifixion belica asks disconcerting
questions about the received version of gospel history and gives free rein to his
inquisitive nature many of his ideas and speculations will strike the casual reader
schooled in the ancient biblical traditions with which they conflict as unhistorical
impossible and unbelievable yet when questioning established premises the impossible
may often be shown to be possible as socrates was fond of doing mr belica does not
claim to be proving anything except that with some speculation and reinterpretation of
the biblical record and relevant quranic texts when coupled with a few remarks from
josephus the whole traditional version of the crucifixion can be seen in a different
light belica throws new ideas and new possibilities at the reader asking only that they
be considered like a barrage of rockets shot into the moonless night sky some flaring
more brightly than the others some of his speculations are more plausible than others
but all are provocative and worth thinking about his is the first innovative
interpretation of the crucifixion since dr hugh schonfield looked at it two generations
ago beyond that belica has taken upon himself the task of redressing the imbalance
between the gospel jesus and the gospel john the baptist and in our opinion has done so
with justice on his side the gospel writers diminished john in order to exalt jesus and
transform him into a superhuman divine entity while their motives are understandable
the researcher who seeks to explore unanswered questions and obscure competitors to the
demigod they were creating is understandably frustrated and can only mourn the lost
evidence this is particularly true for john the baptist in the new testament he is a
minor figure his purpose is to introduce and validate the mission of his kinsman jesus
as the messiah belica asks why was john the baptist so used by the gospelers and then
dismissed to the limbo of silence together with the essenes who though a considerable
presence in the palestine of the day are not even mentioned by them he was intrigued by
that question and began to study the references to john gradually conceiving unprovable
but provocative theories his work became known to a mutual friend the author of a
number of valuable books and articles on various aspects of islamica dr laleh bakhtiar
who also became interested in john the baptist and through her i was introduced to him
at first i was rather skeptical but was persuaded to look into the historical injustice
done to john he is much better served in the quran than he is in the bible having
trusted her instincts over the years in such things in my own literary projects and
with her continuous encouragement and suggestions i set to work the result of my own
inquiry the monograph rethinking john the baptist is appended to the present volume
meanwhile agron belica continued his own research examining new evidence while
elaborating and working out his theories and speculations the results of this work
constitute the main portion of this volume that is dedicated to the rehabilitation of
the repute and stature of that much neglected prophet john the baptist known in the
islamic world as yahya i was pleased to be chosen as his editor and annotator for this
book
Was It a Crucifixion or Rather a Cross Fiction? 2022-08-26 this book is about a father
who loves his children and who wants to live with them forever in paradise but we must
prove to our father that we are worthy to live in the beautiful mansions and walk on
streets paved in gold we prove by obeying his words and believing these words without a
shadow of doubt the father however never wants another lucifer in his presence so the
almighty is watching us closely to see who his true children are and who belongs to
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satan s mind set our father knows the evil one s capabilities and he knows about our
weaknesses and he tests us to see if we are really his sheep and will listen to his
voice and not to the one of the deceiver god said that his sheep knows his voice and if
we feel we can change the almighty s words we are not his sheep but our father is
trying to give us chance to change god knows that satan is powerful in the mind of the
weak but abba is trying his best to save us because he loves us so very much but let s
not forget that jesus said you will knock at my door and i will say i know you not our
father wants us to be happy and he will put the evil one and his followers in a firey
furnace where a worm never burns up but the almighty has made it clear that hell was
meant for satan and his followers
Was Jesus Crucified? 1928 in the new mexico village of camposanto a priest is tied to a
cross made from a sacred cottonwood tree father lorenzo soledad s adversaries the
impoverished tribe called the calabazas observe from below and juan lobo the head man
of the calabazas sings the song of passage preparing the priest for his journey by
rubbing a white powder across his brow it s a chilly april friday in 1897 in two days
it will be easter but for soledad there will be no resurrection is soledad a martyr a
saint a suicide this gripping novel by a new mexico writer who has spent a lifetime
pondering the complicated cultures of the southwest tells soledad s story from his
boyhood in a texas bordello to his final day in the sangre de cristo mountains
Crucifixion Part 2, Only This Time We’Re Coming for You! 2009-09-09 the csb giant print
reference bible features giant easy to read 13 25 point type in a convenient trim size
that is perfect for devotional reading personal study or use at church the giant print
type also makes this bible an ideal choice for ministry and preaching features include
smyth sewn binding presentation page two column text end of paragraph cross references
topical subheadings words of christ in red 13 point type concordance full color maps
and more the csb giant print reference bible features the highly readable highly
reliable text of the christian standard bible csb the csb stays as literal as possible
to the bible s original meaning without sacrificing clarity making it easier to engage
with scripture s life transforming message and to share it with others
The Book of the Saints of the Ethiopian Church 2012-09-01 use these dramatic monologues
for a unique perspective on the events of jesus crucifixion viewed through the eyes of
a blacksmith carpenter stone mason tanner and basket maker the presentations introduce
the congregation to those who crafted the whip wove the crown of thorns forged the
nails constructed the cross and chiseled out the tomb pastors can present these
monologues themselves or assign them to church members they have the flexibility of
being performed very simply or quite elaborately few if any props are necessary jeffrey
r ingold is the associate pastor of first lutheran church in nashville tennessee he
previously served at trinity evangelical lutheran church in ellwood city pennsylvania
ingold earned the master of divinity degree from trinity lutheran seminary in columbus
ohio and the bachelor of arts degree in music and theater from west virginia wesleyan
college he has produced several plays liturgical dramas and musicals and is a principal
member of the nashville opera chorus
The Crucifixion 2017-03-15 second volume in the rosy crucifixion series more about
henry and june also chronicling the author s travels to the deep south and his work as
an encyclopedia salesmen after he d left personnel
Crucifixion of the Word 1999 this study takes a christian perspective on the entire
bible rather than simply the new testament david wenkel asks why did jesus have to be
beaten before his death on the cross christian theology has largely focused on jesus
death but has given relatively little attention to his sufferings wenkel s answer
contextualizes jesus crucifixion sufferings as informed by the language of proverbs he
explains that jesus sufferings demonstrate the wisdom of god s plan to provide a
substitute for foolish sinners jesus was beaten as a fool even though he was no fool in
order to fulfill god s loving plan of salvation this analysis is then placed within the
larger storyline of the whole bible from the garden of eden to the story of israel and
beyond
The Soledad Crucifixion 1882 crucifixion of poverty god delights in the prosperity of
his children he has also made them co owners of his spiritual and material blessings
however today many are unable to access god s provisions they wallow in abject poverty
this is contrary to heaven s purpose for christians there is a way out read on to find
out
CSB Giant Print Reference Bible, Saddle Brown LeatherTouch, Indexed 1965 first
published in 1980 by the canadian museum of civilization this study presents narratives
from different genres of rock cree oral literature in northwestern manitoba together
with interpretive and comparative commentary the collection comprises narratives of the
trickster transformer wisahkicahk animal human characters spirit guardians the wihtikow
or cannibal monster humorous experiences sorcery and early encounters with catholicism
Artisans of the Crucifixion 1943 his childhood demolished by an absent father and a
manic depressive mother ray has known for a long time that life isn t worth living only
his close band of similarly ruined friends sustains him but when they scatter to all
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ends of the u s he is again filled with the desperate notion that life is meaningless
cruel and unusual and that suicide is the only logical conclusion determined to recover
the joyful solace of his friends ray heads out into the bottomlands of america where
the sediment of broken lives settles along the way he observes the dumb expectations
dumb anger dumb resilience and the dumb unbearable hope of citizens everywhere across
the enormous bulge of magnificent deformed american land again finding love in the
unloved and beauty where least expected ray thrives but at the same time he is
confronted with indifference self absorption sexual deviance resignation and failure
what part of cruel existence compels most of us to survive will ray discover it
The Parallel New Testament 2016-12-22 the authors of this volume set themselves one
task to trace the extra biblical primary texts that are relevant for understanding
jesus trial and crucifixion with that goal in mind the book is built on three major
themes 1 jesus trial interrogation before the sanhedrin 2 jesus trial before pontius
pilatus and 3 crucifixion as a method of execution in antiquity in chronologically
sequential order where possible the authors select and arrange an overwhelming amount
of extra biblical primary texts 462 to be exact underneath these three categories 75 46
and 341 texts respectively brian j wright in religious studies review
The Rosy Crucifixion: Plexus 2013-11-24 originally published in 1911 this unusual early
works contains a letter written seven years after the crucifixion by a personal friend
of jesus in jerusalem to an esseer brother in alexandria the english translation of the
ancient latin copy of the letter was made by a german many of the earliest books
particularly those dating back to the 1900 s and before are now extremely scarce and
increasingly expensive we are republishing these classic works in affordable high
quality modern editions using the original text and artwork
They Told about Jesus 2007 what makes this commentary on luke stand apart from others
is that from beginning to end this is a literary analysis because it focuses solely on
the gospel as it appears and not on its source or origin this commentary richly and
thoroughly explores just what luke is saying and how he says it
Jesus' Crucifixion Beatings and the Book of Proverbs 2001-03-27
Crucifixion of Poverty 1812
Traditional Narratives of the Rock Cree Indians 1885
Crucifixion Barbecue 1885
The Holy Bible ... Cambridge Stereotype Edition 2019
The systematic Bible teacher 2020-12-01
Zita, the gipsy child 2018-10-15
The Trial and Crucifixion of Jesus 1882
The Crucifixion - By an Eye-Witness 1839
Sacra Pagina: The Gospel of Luke 1831
The New Testament of Our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ
The Messiah. Descriptive of the Principal Events Attending the Passion, Crucifixion,
Resurrection, and Ascension of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. From the German of
Frederic Gottlieb Klopstock. To which are Prefixed, Memoirs of the Life of the Author.
Stereotype Edition. [The Prose Translation by Mary Collyer and Mary Meeke.]
Christus Crucifixus: or, Our Lord's conduct with reference to his Crucifixion
considered as an evidence for the truth of his religion
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